Chase Gentry is the Executive Director of CIDC, the private
corporation hired by the city to bring business and industry
to Clovis. Chase sent this email on December 6th, shortly
after the personal credit report on Brian Sperber, BHSI, had
been received. That credit report is attached.
The City Commission voted to approve the project on
December 5th. The credit report showed several red flags
including disputed accounts, accounts settled for less than
owed, and collection accounts.
This email was sent to Mayor Brumfield and Dana Olson. A
copy addressed to each person, along with their responses
is found on the following pages.

Mayor Brumfield has directed Chase Gentry to set up a
meeting with Brian Sperber, BHSI, without notifying
anyone else including the city attorney and the city
manager to discuss the findings in the report and decide
on a plan of action.
Chase notifies Kent Carruthers that Mayor Brumfield
wanted him to attend. Kent Carruthers is on the board
of the CIDC and EDTAB, which is responsible for advising
the City Commission on CIDC projects.

Chase received this note from Dana Olson, Ecodev LLC.
Olson is the consultant who first introduced the BHSI project
to the city. The announcement was made by Mayor
Brumfield at a party in October 2011.
Ecodev finds communities with funding that might be a good
fit for industrial clients who need to relocate their business
in order to be successful.
Dana Olson was not paid by the City, but was paid by
Sperber as a consultant for a successful placement.

See #1 on the next page.

See #2 and #3 on the next page

See #4 on the next page.

See #5 below.

The time line of the process of issuing funds and any attempts at recovery of funds was published in the
Underwood Report in November 2013.
1. Foreign holdings are not usually used to establish credit worthiness because they are not easily
recovered. Once the money is transferred to a foreign country, getting it back can be difficult.
2. The statement that Brian has a million in liquid funds means that he can easily obtain those funds.
Note that this statement was confirmed by Brian rather than his bank in the US. The only security
being pledged for the CIDC loan is equipment and Clovis property.
3. The property lien was a second trust note which would not be in first place if Sperber defaulted on
mortgage payment. The new equipment that had value was to be located in California.
4. The collateral and how it is reserved to the city would be an important factor to consider. Kent
Carruthers makes recommendations about how this is done in a subsequent email.

5. The reason that a personal credit report was necessary is that BHSI was a startup company with no
credit history. It was formed from other companies, one with equipment to sell, and one that was
in bankruptcy. Without the ability to guarantee the loan based on the assets or capital of the
company, a personal guarantee of his own assets was offered to the City of Clovis.

Gayla@crehomes.org is Mayor Brumfield. This is the
email showing that a notice of the credit report was sent
to her. Her response is in the following email.

The email shown below from Brian Sperber, BHSI, to Chase
Gentry was the original email. The subject of the email is
investment. Mayor Brumfield directs Chase to call her
about the invoices being reimbursed to Sperber.

These discussions focused on the investment that Sperber is making. He
proposed that this investment would offset any risk by the city.
Sperber’s funds would be allocated once the city’s funds were received.
Note that the second company from which BHSI was to be formed had not yet
been acquired.

Dave Richards is the city attorney. He is advising Chase Gentry of CIDC Mayor Brumfield and City
Manager, Joe Thomas that Kent Carruthers has reservations about the project and does not
believe that EDTAB, would recommend approval of the project with the information that they
now had available and with the structure of the contract that had been proposed up to this time.
This information was shared by the city attorney to the Mayor, City Manager and CIDC.

This note from the city attorney advises that Sperber had not paid
the earnest deposit on the contract to purchase the property. He
had not performed this part of the agreement.
Other concerns about collateral security are mentioned also.
This email went to the Mayor, the City Manager, and to CIDC.

Shaun Burns is an attorney in Clovis. He provided information
on the bankruptcy court that controlled the sale of the COBE
equipment in Californian which Sperber intended to purchase
with the Economic Development funds.

The city attorney is concerned about the direction this is going, but is
aware that it’s important Mayor Brumfield be back in town for a meeting
because Kent Carruthers did not want to make the loan to Sperber under
the current arrangements.

This email from Chase is a response the one below.
The Mayor and the City Manager are copied on all emails.

This is a duplicate of the email regarding the bankruptcy court that was
noted above.

Mayor Brumfield is directing Dana Olsen to coordinate a call with Kent
Carruthers, and Kenan (contact for Sperber). The call is to settle
concerns that have been raised by the credit report.
Olson says here that the resulting concerns of the credit report review
were unfortunate, but it is clear that the Mayor is committed to the
project for which he is grateful.
This date and time are after the City Commission has voted to approve
the project, but prior to any actual funding of it.
According to the Underwood Report, the City Commission and EDTAB
had not been informed of these discussions and are not included in the
email copy addresses.

Kent Carruthers makes recommendations for changes to the Project
Participation Agreement with Sperber to reduce the potential risk
to the City.
In this and the subsequent emails, there is no mention of informing
the City Commission or revisiting the decision that they made to
proceed with the project on December 5th.

Dave Richards also wants any liens on equipment cleared.

Negotiations with attorneys in California regarding the equipment.

What follows is the draft of revisions to the project
participation agreement designed to better protect the
City’s investment.
The Mayor receives copies as the one interfacing with CIDC
for the city.

This is the date when the funds were first dispersed to Brian
Sperber for BHSI, and the sale of the property on CR K for the
plant was completed. The first mortgage was held by the prior
owner, the seller, Clov-Lease LLC. The second trust mortgage
was held by the City of Clovis.
The Mayor and CIDC also approved the revision to the
agreement as shown below.

